October 2017
Attorney General Ken Paxton
Office of the Attorney General
300 W. 15th Street
Austin, TX 78701
Re:

Request for Attorney General Paxton to join the investigation of the
Bayer-Monsanto merger

Dear Attorney General Paxton:
We write to express our concerns about consolidation in the seed and agrochemical industry,
particularly the pending merger of Bayer AG (Bayer) with the Monsanto Company (Monsanto).
The proposed Bayer-Monsanto merger would cap off a series of mergers in the sector. In the last
two years, Dow Chemical Company (Dow) and E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
(DuPont) have merged,1 and China National Chemical Corporation (ChemChina) has acquired
SyngentaAG (Syngenta). 2
If the Bayer acquisition of Monsanto goes forward, it could result in just three powerful
multinational corporations controlling the seed and agrochemical industries, to the detriment of
Texas farmers and consumers.
Under the Clayton Act, which governs mergers that would substantially reduce competition in
the market, State Attorneys General have enforcement authority, in addition to the Department of
Justice (DoJ).3 More than a dozen State Attorneys General have already joined the DoJ’s
investigation of the proposed Bayer-Monsanto merger. 4 Particularly in light of the recent
announcement by European authorities that they are closely reviewing the deal, 5 there is still
time for Texas to join these investigations.
Given the impact of this potential merger on Texas, and our state’s longstanding history of
leadership in agriculture antitrust, we request that your office join the DoJ’s investigation of this
proposed merger.
I.

This merger will greatly impact one of Texas’ most important industries

Agriculture contributes more than $100 billion annually to Texas’ economy, and one in seven
Texans works in agriculture, forestry, or related fields.6
Cotton provides an important example of the impact of this merger on the industry. Texas is the
largest cotton producing state in the United States, with an estimated 6.9 million acres to be
harvested in 2017.7 Cotton is Texas’ largest crop in acreage and value, contributing $2.2 billion
to the state economy annually. In 2006, researchers estimated that approximately 48,000 jobs are
supported by the cotton industry in the state. 8
A recent study by the Agricultural and Food Policy Center at Texas A&M warned of the
consequences of the merger on the cotton industry: “The Monsanto-Bayer merger is projected to
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substantially increase seed prices for cotton. The merger would give Monsanto-Bayer about
70% of the market.9”
Cotton is not the only area of concern for this merger. As discussed below, the evidence
suggests that these mergers will substantially lessen competition in almost all of the seed and
agrochemical markets, leading to reduced choices and increased prices for farmers.
II.

The merger will further concentrate an already highly concentrated market.

A merged Bayer-Monsanto would become the largest seed and pesticide company in the world
by a large margin, putting it in a position to control farmers, related businesses, and consumers.
The crop seed industry has suffered the greatest increase in concentration over time of any of the
agricultural inputs studied according to the USDA.10 In 1996 there were more than 400
independent seed companies, but this number fell to around 100 by 2009 11 -- a 75% drop in just
over a decade. The proposed merger will exacerbate this concentration.
With respect to vegetable seeds, the proposed merger joins the largest global vegetable seed
company (Monsanto) with the fourth largest (Bayer). 12 During the past three decades, seed
mergers have substantially consolidated the global vegetable seed industry. 13 According to
researchers from the University College London Laws, “concentration of the seed industry is
remarkable even considering traditionally high food sector concentration.” 14
Monsanto has aggressively pursued a merger strategy that diversified both its seed portfolio and
geographic markets.15 From 1995 to 2015, Monsanto purchased 19 seed companies — about
two-thirds of the company’s takeovers. 16 This has included vegetable seed lines and brands. In
2005, Monsanto bought vegetable seed company Seminis for over $1 billion. 17 The Seminis deal
gave Monsanto control of 39 percent of the U.S. vegetable seed market and 26 percent of the
global market.18 In 2008, it added the $800 million purchase of De Ruiter Seeds that specialized
in greenhouse vegetable seeds. 19 While Bayer had essentially had no presence in the seed
industry until its purchase of Aventis Crop Science, as of 2015, Bayer had $443 million in
vegetable seed sales.20
Antitrust enforcers use the Herfindahl-Hirshamn Index (“HHI”), together with other tools, to
determine whether a merger would cause excessive concentration, increased market power, and
decreased competition.21 A highly concentrated market has an HHI above 1,800 and an increase
in concentration of 100 triggers a presumption that the merger is likely to enhance market
power.22
For vegetable seeds, a conservative assessment finds that the current market is moderately
concentrated with a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of over 1,500 and that the proposed
merger would increase the HHI to 2,300 — an HHI increase of nearly 800, eight times the
amount necessary to trigger concern. 23
For cotton seed, an independent expert concluded that the pre-merger HHI is highly concentrated
at 2,760, and “the increase in the HHI — between 1,705 to 2,723 points in various parts of the
country — is much higher than many other cases in which the United States has demonstrated a
prima facie case.”24 Similarly, the Texas A&M study found:
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The merger would increase market concentration by about 2400
HHI (Herfindahl-Hirshamn Index) points, from 2804 to 5205. This
high starting HHI value and the dramatic increase easily qualifies
the proposed Monsanto-Bayer merger as likely to enhance market
power in the seed market for cotton under DOJ/FTC merger
guidelines. The market-share weighted expected price increase is
18.2%.25
Moreover, the concentration of seed traits is also concerning. 26 Seed traits are intellectual property
of the company that develops them through genetic engineering, enabling the company to control
the trait through licensing agreements. Monsanto already possesses a 97 percent share for soybean
traits, a 75 percent share for corn traits, and a 95 percent share for cotton traits. 27 A combined
Bayer-Monsanto would have a greater share of the seed market where its traits are promoted. These
market shares—by any antitrust metric—would be considered monopolistic. 28
III.

These mergers will not create efficiencies that offset their anticompetitive
impacts.

The companies will argue that the primary benefit of a merger is the creation of efficiencies that
can be passed on to consumers, such as the decrease in prices and increase in new quality
products. However, the merger guidelines state that “antitrust laws give competition, not internal
operational efficiency, primacy in protecting customers.” 29
In fact, history shows us that it is likely that the merger will continue the trend of increasing
prices for consumers. As genetically modified (“GM”) crops have begun to dominate seed and
trait markets, and the number of firms manufacturing GM seeds and traits has diminished, costs
of seeds have risen steeply.
Between 1985 and 2000, the “Big Six” agricultural seed firms acquired about 75 percent of the
small to medium companies carrying out biotechnology research. 30 Since then, use of GM crop
varieties has soared (accounting for 93 percent of the U.S. cotton market) and costs have
followed suit.31 As USDA researchers observed, “for the past two decades, the prices of farm
inputs have been rising faster than the prices U.S. farmers receive for their crops.” 32 Between
1994 and 2010, crop seed prices more than doubled relative to the prices farmers received for
commodity crops.33 That difference is greater than any claimed yield increases.
The increase in prices will especially impact cotton production. As with past consolidation in the
agricultural industry, the Bayer-Monsanto merger will continue to increase input costs for cotton.
The Texas A&M University study found the combined effect of a Bayer-Monsanto merger and
Dow-DuPont merger “would cause the following expected increases in seed prices: 2.3 percent
for corn, 1.9 percent for soybeans, and 18.2 percent for cotton,” with a 25 percent chance that
prices would increase “2.6 percent for corn, 2.1 percent for soybeans, and 20.2 percent for
cotton.”34
Moreover, the proposed merger of Bayer and Monsanto will have serious consequences for dairy
farmers. Given that corn, soy, wheat and alfalfa are all major feed crops for dairy cattle and with
dairy prices well below production costs, farmers can hardly afford even higher seed costs. We
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have already seen seed prices increase due to the Dow-DuPont merger, and a Bayer-Monsanto
merger will only compound the problem.
IV.

The seed and agrochemical industry is not an easy market for new competitors
to enter, and thus there will not be new actors in the market to increase
competition against the newly merged companies.

Antitrust law also considers how easy or hard it is for a new company to enter the market, since
the entry of new companies could limit the market power of the newly merged company. If the
market is easy to enter, the merged company is less likely to be able to profitably maintain a
price increase.35 But the seed and agrochemical markets are not easy to enter.
The vertical integration of traits, seeds, and chemicals currently produced independently by
Dow, DuPont, Bayer and Monsanto make it hard to enter the market. “Packages of seeds-traitsand-chemicals that only work with one another, such as Monsanto’s Roundup Ready package,
already are making it harder for smaller rivals to compete.” 36 After these mergers, even more
traits, seeds, and herbicides could potentially be foreclosed. Monsanto has explicitly stated that it
looks forward to integrating its trait technologies with Bayer’s chemicals, which would lead to
even more specialized products and monopolizaiton that would be practically impossible for new
firms to match or compete with.37
The merger would further limit farmers’ choices for which seeds best suit their needs and would
force independent seed producers and customers to rely primarily on Bayer-Monsanto and DowDuPont traits.38 The result would be a more tightly integrated “platform” of components that are
bound together both economically and technologically for the potential purpose of creating
exclusive packages of traits, seeds, and chemicals that do not “interoperate” with rival products.
This will likely raise entry barriers for smaller rivals and increase the risk that they are foreclosed
from access to technology and other resources needed to compete effectively.
Organic farms in Texas will face particular problems from the merger. To be certified, organic
farmers must buy organic seed unless it is not commercially available. Demand for organic seed
far outstrips the commercial supply, so many organic farmers do use non-organic seed. Even
then, though, they are required to buy seed that does not have any GM traits nor can the seed be
chemically treated.39 In addition, because organic farmers cannot use pesticides or synthetic
fertilizers, the seeds they grow must be adapted to their particular environmental conditions. 40
Without a competitive seed market, organic farmers are unlikely to be able to find seeds that
have not been treated with pesticides, that do not have GM traits, and that are well-suited for
their growing conditions.
Further, all farmers, but especially organic farmers, will have fewer options for germplasm for
breeding and seed production. For example, of the over 1,900 hybrid lines available, no more
than 8 percent are availabe to farmers in a non-GM and untreated form. 41 Farmers will have
fewer options and access to independent breeding and seed production as a result of the merger.
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V.

The merger will detrimentally reduce head-to-head competition within the seed
and agrochemical markets.

The impact of the merger is increased by the fact that Bayer and Monsanto are direct competitors
in both the genetically modified seeds and agrochemical/ pesticide markets. 42
For example, in the agrochemical market, Monsanto’s Roundup herbicides is the largest brand
globally.43 Bayer’s LibertyLink line of pesticides—tailored to and packaged with Bayer’s
LibertyLink crop seed—appeared poised to be the greatest competitor to Monsanto’s
longstanding best seller.44
As more and more superweeds develop (weeds that have developed resistance to herbicides like
Roundup) 45, Texas farmers need a competitive industry that provides fair prices for a range of
weed control options.
A Bayer-Monsanto merger eliminates competition not only in the sale of products such as these,
but in the innovation of them as well. In crop seed and biotechnology, eight seed-biotechnology
companies accounted for 76 percent of all research and development spending by this industry in
2010.46 And in agricultural chemicals, five companies (each with over $2 billion sales in 2010)
were responsible for over 74 percent of the research and development in this sector. 47
Bayer and Monsanto have two of the largest in-house research and development departments in
the industry. Given the high cost of bringing a new product to market (often in excess of
$100M48), continued competitive pressure is needed to spur innovation. A merger of these two
research and development departments would considerably diminish that pressure. 49
VI.

The history of anticompetitive behavior within the seed and agrochemical
markets mandates a closer look at the current proposed merger.

Antitrust law also looks at the evidence of historical anticompetitive behavior. Historical
anticompetitive events—including the “impact of recent mergers, entry, expansion, or exit of the
relevant market”—can be “direct comparisons based on experience” that “are informative
regarding the competitive effects of the merger.”50
Monsanto has previously been investigated by the Texas State Attorney General for antitrust
violations regarding its business strategies and licensing agreements, which included squeezing
competitors and controlling smaller seed companies to protect its dominance over the
multibillion-dollar market for genetically altered crops.51
VII.

The Texas Attorney General should join the federal investigations of this merger
to protect Texas’ farmers and consumers from the potentially devastating
effects.

An analysis of the merger guideline factors based on current data regarding the merging parties
shows a high possibility of the creation of monopolies at worst and substantial anticompetitive
effects at the least. The Texas Attorney General can play an important role in protecting the
farmers, consumers, and economy of Texas and the rest of the nation by joining the Department
of Justice and other State Attorney Generals.
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Respectfully,
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